Overwatch Prevention Suite
End-to-End Zero Trust Security
POWERED BY ZTEDGE

The Rising Risk of Work Anywhere
Cloud computing, communications and applications empower your distributed enterprise with the tools
to work anywhere, anytime. Your organization experiences unprecedented agility and productivity but also
greater security risk. After all, how do you defend a vanishing perimeter?

Introducing the Overwatch Prevention Suite

Overwatch Prevention Suite (OPS) tackles the emerging security challenge for your cloud-enabled business by moving
enforcement to the edge where your team, devices, apps and workloads interact.
It goes even further by delivering end-to-end managed cybersecurity – from threat prevention to detection and response –
to enable simple and secure network access anywhere, anytime.

OPS creates a future-forward Zero Trust
Cloud Area Network™ that provides
integrated cloud security services to your
organization, including:
•

SaaS application access control

•

Secure remote private application access

•

User and device authentication

•

Ransomware and phishing blocking

•

Network protection and monitoring

Plus, your environment is managed around
the clock from the Overwatch Security
Operations Center, giving you added
protection, including:
•

24/7 monitoring by expert analysts

•

Real-time threat detection and response

•

Continuous policy management
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Overwatch Prevention Suite
Fastest Path to Zero Trust Secure Access

All-in-One Security Solution
OPS combines the ZTEdge Secure Access Service Edge
(SASE) solution with Overwatch 24/7 platform to cut
complexity, reduce cyber risk and improve network
performance – all in one solution and at half the price
competitors charge.

Expert Protection Delivered as a
Service
You don’t have to be a security expert to deploy OPS.
We’re making it available to businesses of all sizes as a
managed service.

Affordable Subscription

Easy Deployment

Fully Managed

Get zero-trust access at the edge as a cost-ef-

Enable zero-trust access by downloading

Rest assured that our experts are detecting

fective, expertly managed service.

agents on all internet-enabled devices.

and responding to threats 24/7.

Cybersecurity, Simplified
Overwatch Prevention Suite is part of High Wire Networks’ Overwatch suite of managed security services, which offer
organizations end-to-end protection for networks, data, endpoints and users. With one affordable subscription and a security
appliance at every location, you can take advantage of these key features:

24/7 Security Operations Center

Managed Firewall

Open Extended Detection and Response (XDR)

Real-time Patch Management

Managed Network Detection and Response

Security Awareness Training

Managed Endpoint Detection and Response

Ransomware Kill Switch

Vulnerability Management

Overwatch also delivers the critical benefits your organization needs:
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